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of Arrhenius type oxidation and cracking reactions, Hwang
et a15 described a reactant-controlled
model with
instantaneous oxidation,
as in Youngren’s case, and
introduced a novel moving-front capability to track the
combustion flame front,

ABSTRACT
——
This paper describes and illustrates a method for
ensuring sustained combustion in coarse- rid, field-scale
simulation using a kinetic-based model, # or the example
problem treated, as in several unreported cases, the
method considerably extends the grid block size which can
be tolerated without severe grid size effects,
The method
is applicable only in cases whwe one accepts the
assumption that no free oxygen passes unreacted through
the combustion front.

Our experience with the kinetic-controlled
type of
model has been favorable in simulation of lalxwatory~
adiabatic combustion tube tests and in scme field-scale
cases, However, we have been unable to economically
simulate a numoer of field-scale problems in two or three
dimensions. The reason for this inability is that for either
sufficiently large block length (in the primary direction of
flow) and/or oxidation reaction activation energy, the fire
or combustion simply ceases. That is, combustion can be
initiated in the air or oxygen injection grid block butl upon
burnout of that block, the next block is insufficiently
Hwang et ai6 noted this
heated to sustain combustion.
effect
in their study of sensitivity
to a number of
The remedy
of
combustion
problem
parameters.
decreasing the block size can lead to prohibitively large
number of blocks and computing time,

The paper also presents and discusses results of very
fine-grid
onedimensional
simulations.
Comparison of
these fine-grid results with coarse-grid 1D results shows,
for the particular
problem data used, an unexplained,
significant increase in amount of oil nracked with grid
block size increased over the range of .5 feet to 10 feet.
2D areal, 5-spot pattern simulations show that the 9point difference scheme very significantly reduces a large
grid orientation
effect
m 5-point simulation
of the
combustio~ process.

The primary purpose of this work was to explore
methods of sustaining the combustion in field-scale,
kinetic-controlled
model simulations while minimizing the
effects of spatial truncation error (grid block size), The
method described below uses the “Youngren assumption” of
instantaneous
(reactant-controlled)
oil
oxidation
but
retains the kinetic-controlled
cracking and coke oxidation
reactions, A second purpose of this work was analysis of
very fine-grid combustion simulation results and their
comparison with coarse-grid results.

INTRODUCTION
Several authors 1‘5 have described finite-difference,
multidimensional
simulation
models for
the
in-situ
combustion process. With some oversimpiificationj
each of
these models may be denoted as a kinetic-controlled
or a
reactant-controlled
model, A reactant-controlled
model
assumes that oxygen reacts instantaneously with oil upon
contact.
A kinetic-controlled
model uses Arrhenius type
reaction rate expressions for oil oxidation and other
reactions.
The kinetic-controlled
type of model can give
results virtually
identical
to those of the reactantcontrolied model if the Arrhenius activation energy in the
former is low enough to cause essentially instantaneous
consumption of oxygen upon contact with oil.

The model used in this work is a considerably
extended version of a previously described thermal modelq.
While the basic formulation
and PVT treatment
are
unchanged, a large number of features have been added and
The additional features
efficiency
has been increased,
pertinent in this work are described by Coats and Ramesh7,

Crookston et ai2 described a kinetic-controlled
model
with reactions accounting for iigi t and heavy oil oxidation,
heavy oil cracking
and coke oxidation.
Youngrerfs
reactant-controlled
modeia assumed instantaneous reaction
of oxygen with oil in a single oxidation reaction.
Coats4
described a kinetic-controlled
model allowing any number
—..——
—..
References and illustrations at end of paper.

The complexity of the combustion : .Jess makes
generalizations from results for a given data set very
difficult.
With one exception, the results and fine-grid
mechanistic discussions in this paper should be viewed only
in the context of the particular data set used. Different
data sets can give dramatically
different
calculated
behavior of the combustion process, We attempt to relate
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We have used a value of 4000F (8600R) for TACT in a
number of combustion problems where the activation
energy for the heavy oil oxidation reaction ranged from
17,000 to 20,000 cal/g mole. TACT should be higher for
larger and low?r for smaller activation energies,
The
procedure followed for estimating TACT is as follows. A
one-dimensional problem is simulated, using an air or
oxygen flux and Ax grid block size of interest in the study.
A first run is performed with TACT . 0, If$ with or
without artificial
initiation
of combustion in the first
block, combustion is sustained in this run with negligible
passage of unreacted oxygen through the flame front, then
the TACT feature is unnecessary.
If, however, the
calculated combustion ceases or substantial free oxygen
passes unreact?d through the f rent, the ID run is repeated
with TACT = (say) 7600R, 8600R, etc, until essentially zero
oxygen mol fractions lre computed in blocks downstream
of the f rental bIock, These 1D runs need not be continued
past the burnout of the first few grid blocks and are
therefore very inexpensive.

as much insight or undcrstandit~g as possible regarding the
behavior computed for the particular data set used here.
We do not claim that
this behavior
is generally
representative of combustion processes,
As an example of this difficulty
in generalization,
Hwang et a16 concluded in their sensitivity
study that
reactions 2-4 of the four reactions could be eliminated
While we use the same four
without changing results.
reactions here, (with different parameters), our results are
dramatically changed by dropping reactions 2-4,
The one exception mentioned above is that the
method described below for ensuring sustained combustion
has worked well on a number of combustion data sets to
date. With its adjustable parameter, we feel that it may
serve its purpose well for a wide range of combustion
problems.
THE ACT1VATION

TEMPERATURE

CONCEPT

Other, simpler methods of forcing instantaneous
oxygen reaction with oil are the use of artificially
low
activation
energy (e.g. E = 4000 cal/g-mol) or using E = O
and increasing the frequency factor (rate constant) Ar for
the oil oxidation reactions,
We prefer the TACT method
because
it
automatically
inactivates
itself
when
temperature rises above TACT. That is, above TACT all
reactions compete for oxygen in accordance with the
originally specified kinetic parameters, Relative rates of
cracking and oxidation of heavy oil! light oil and coke are
unaffected by the method at temperature above TACT.

Kinetic models previousl-~ described2’4 utilize an
Arrhenius term of the type e /RT in the reaction rate
expressions for oil oxidation, cracking and coke oxidation,
At low temperature, this term can be very small.
In
computations with sufficiently large activation energy E or
grid block size it can be so small that a grid block adjacent
tc a burned-out block will not ignite.
Free oxygen then
flows through that block and others downstream and the
combustion simulation iails,
For most combustion problems within our experience,
the heat released by the heavy oil oxidation reaction is the
source of the heat necessary to raise grjd block
temperature T and the value of e-E/RT sufficiently
to
iniiiate or continue the combustion, The temperature rise
caused by that heat release in turn leads to cracking and
subsequent coke oxidation,
That is, in a sense heavy oil
oxidation is a “cause” and cracking and coke oxidation are
IleffWtsll in the combustion Process’ This statement is a
generality with exceptions, That is, activation energy can
be ass@ed sufficiently
high and low values for oil
oxidation and cracking/coke oxidation, respectively, such
that cracking and oxidation of the resulting coke cause
heat eneration and oil oxidation is then effected,
Hwang
et al } demonstrate this dependence of primary heat source
upon activation energies.

As stated by Youngren3, the forcing of instantaneous
oxygen consumption in a model requires acceptance of the
assumption that combustion is sustained and no significant
amount of unreacted oxygen will pass through the front and
be produced, He also states such a model will not apply to
wet partially quenched combustion, We feel some degree
of quenching should be compatible in a model with the
Youngren assumption but we have not studied that
question.
EXAMPLE

In this work we used an activation tern rature,
TACT, in conjunction with Arrhenius terms of e-I$7RT+~n
the heavy and light oil oxidation reactions, wt?ere
T*
T+

❑

TACT if T S TACT

:

Tif
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This has no effect on all the grid blocks downstream of the
combustion front because oil oxidation rate is zero there
due to the absence of oxygen, However, as a grid block
adjacent to and downstream of a frontal block nearing
burnout experiences oxygen inflow
It will consume the
if the block
oxygen at a rate proportioned to e-&RTAcT,
temperature is less than TACT when oxygen inflow begins,
This value of e‘E/RTACT may ~ much larger than e-E/RT
when this oxygen inflow begins, The value of TACT Is
chosen sufficiently
large that essentially all oxygen is
consumed by the heavy oil oxidation reaction, The value is
a constant for a given run, independent of spatial position
and time,

PROBLEM DATA

Table 1 lists reservoir, fluid and reaction kinetic data
used in this work,
The six components are H20$ HO,
CON2, COKE, 02 and LO, where HO and LO are heavy and
light oil components with molecular weights of 350 and
142, respectively,
The original reservoir oil phase is 100%
HO w!ik viscosities of 272 cp at the initial formation
temperature of 100oF and 1.07 cp at 544,40F. The light oil
(LO) is assigned a K-value behavior similar to that of
decane, The component CON2 is used to represent both
nitrogen in injected alr and CO/C02 combustion products,
Solubilities of CON2 and 02 in oil and water are ignored.
The reaction kinetic data are nearly identical to
those given by Crookston et a12 for their example problem,
The four reactions are HO oxidation,
LO oxidation,
cracking
and coke oxidation,
respectively)
with oil
oxidation heats of reaction equal to 20,000 Btu/lbmt
Relative
permeability
data utilize
temperature
independent values of S c = .2, Sorw = .3, Sorg ~ .09, Sgc ❑
.05 and krwro = ,25, In“1tial fluid saturations are Swc = .3,
Soi = ,55 and Sgi = ,15 so that water and gas are both
msbile at initiaf conditions,

with
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Air is injected at a constant rate of 190,48 MSCF/D
on
well at x = L ❑ 100 feet
the production

K. Ho Coats
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deliverability y at 150 psia with a productivity y index of 945
RB-cp/day-psi.
This injection rate corresponds to an air
flux of 90.7 SCF/day-sq. ft. or an oxygen flux of 19
SCF/day-sq. ft., based on total reservoir cross-sectional
area normal to flow (product ot width and gross thickness).
Original-oil-in-place
(OOIP) is 4464 STB for the 100’
length ~sed in one-dimensional runs and 8928 STB for the
200’ length used in the two-dimensional
cross-sectional
runs. The OOIP is 48)613 STB for the l/8~ 20-acre 5-sPot
pattern runs,
ONE-DIMENSIONAL

RUN RESULTS

One-dimensional Runs 1-4, were performed with zero
heat loss as follows:

RUN
—
1
1A
2
3
4

L
—

Nx

100

10

100
100
20
100

10
40
40
47

Ax

10
10
2.5
.5
1.25-10

TACT

0
400
0
0
0

The above-claimed close agreement of the Figure 2
recovery curves is deceptwe m a sense briefly mentioned
here and discussed
more fully below.
~
stoichiometry and the stock tank densities and molecular
weights of heavy and light oils result in volumetric
equivalence of stock tank oil from the cracking reaction.
That is, one STB of heavy oil yields essentially one STB of
light oil in the cracking reactior 3. Table 2 shows that
with Ax = 10’ (Runs 1 or 1A), the STB of heavy oil cracked
is at least twice as large as that calculated for Ax = 2*5’
(Run 2). Stated in other terms, light oil is 18,5% of total
oil recovery with Ax = 10’ and only 8.3% with Ax = 2.5. The
amount of heavy oil cracked seems sensitive to block size
while the amount burned is relatively insensitive,
Figure 3 shows calculated peak temperature
vs.
distance for Runs 1-3. The peak temperatures for Ax = 2.5’
and .5’ (Runs 2 and 3) agree very well} indicating that a
grid dimension of about 1 ft. is sufficiently
small to
eliminate spatial truncation error for this particular data
set, For AX = 10 ft., the use of TACT = 4000F has little
effect on calculated peak temperature,
Also, the peak
temperatures for Ax = 10 ft. agree reasonably well with
those calculated for Ax = 2,5 and .5 ft.
The general trend of ~~k temperature decline with
distance
attributed
to
the
travelled
The
distillation/displacement
effect,
discussed below.
increase in calculated peak temperature near x = L (for
small Ax) 1sbelieved due to the loss oi the heat conduction
effect as the combustion front nears x = L,

Run 4 used forty 1.25’, two 2,5’, one 5’ and four 10’ grid
blocks, For Runs 1 and 2-4, combustion was initiated by
initializing the first grid block with ~i = O, Soi ❑ .55, S i =
.45, Ti . 5500~ also, heat was injected into the first bock
f
at 5500F for a few days until combustion resulted in
temperature increase.

In all these ID runs, negligible light oil was burned,
indicating that the light oil oxidation reaction can be
omitted for these particular problem data,

Figure 1 shows the calculated mol fraction of oxygen
in the effluent (produced) gas phase for Runs 1-3 and 1A,
In Run 1 with Ax = 10’, the combustion barely continued
with produced oxygen peaks corresponding to time periods
between completion
of combustion in one block and
vigorous ignition in the next block, As Ax was decreased
from lC’ to 2,5’ and .5’ in Runs 2 and 3, the produced
oxygen tended toward
zeros indicating
a reactantcontrolled process,

These lD runs were repeated with heat loss, For all
cases, heat loss resulted in peak temperatures roughly
100oF lower and ultimate oil recoveries of 84-87%
compared to the 91-93% with no heat loss. For Run 1A)
heat
loss increased
breakthrough
time
(time
of
temperature peak and zero oil saturation in the producing
block) from 181 days to 273 days, Thus, for these problem
data, heat loss increases air requirement by 50% and
reduces ultimate oil recovery by 7%. For Runs 1, 1A and
2, the heat loss at breakthrough was 62-65% of the total
heat of reaction.

An oxygen utilization
efficiency
is defined as 1(cumulative free oxygen production)/(cumulative
oxygen
injection) at a time corresponding to the occurrence of
peak temperature in the last (producing) grid block. For
Runs 1, 2 and 3, the efficiencies were 78.4, 87.4 and 95.6%,
respectively, The efficiency of Run 1A using Ax = 10’ with
TACT = 4000F was 97.1%.

In Runs 1 and 1A with no heat loss, the HO burned
Heat loss
values were 300 and 360 STB, respectively.
increased these values to 562 and 652, respectively, which
accounts for the lower recoveries with heat loss. The heat
loss slightly lowered the HO cracked in those runs from 775
STB to 617 STB. For Run 2, the amounts of H@ burned and
cracked were 387 and 337 STB, respectively) with no heat
loss and 584 and 280 STB, respectively, with heat loss.

Figure 2 shows calculated oil recuvery (% of OOIP)
These recovery curves are
vs. time for Runs 1-3.
considered as basically identical subject to the following
observations. For Runs 1, 2 and 3, the first grid block was
initialized with zero Sw and a 5500F temperature and heat
was injected, as described above, This accelerated the
combustion in the first grid block, compared to Run 1A
which had no variation
in initial
temperature
or
saturations,
Thus the recovery curves for Runs 1-3 start
above that of Run 1A and continue higher, Run 3 is not
%caledll in that it represents only the first 20 feet of the
100 ft. length of the other runs. The second-order heat
conduction effect is not scaled and the heat conduction
zone occupies a much larger fraction of total length in Run
3 than in the other runs. Run 3 result~ are valid for
comparison purposes only for a period of time before high
temperatures
in the conduction
zone (ahead of the
combustion front) oppear at x = 20 feet. For comparison
purposes, Run 3 results on Figure 2 are plotted vs. timu t*
= 5t where t is actual run time-

We define H4 as the ratio of coke oxidation heat of
reaction to HO oxi J ation heat of reaction at breakthrough
time, expressed as a percentage,
For the 10’ Ax Runs 1
and 1A, H4 I was about 16% and 38% with and without heat
loss, respectively.
For the 2.5! Ax Run 2, H41 was 8 and
14%, respectively. Thus, most of the heat of reaction for
this particular problem is generated by HO oxidation as
opposed to coke oxidation,
Run 1 was performed with no alteration
of the
kinetic data and the amounts of HO burned and cracked,
for zero heat loss, were 300 and 779 STB, respectively.
A
Run lB with oil oxidation activation energy lowered to
MOOc~/g.lnol gave 434 and 700 STB of HO burned and
:47
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sectional runs was essentially zero up to the time of the

cracked.
The corresponding Run 1A (TACT = 4000F) HO
amounts Gf 360 ~nd 770 STB are somewhat closer to the
~luwlteredl~ Run I results than are the Run 1B values*

production
block temperature
peak.
production increased sharply immediately
peak in all cases.

With heat loss i~:cluded, the STB of HO burned and
cracked were respectively 562 and 620 for Run 1, 652 and
615 for Run 1A, and 71! and 542 for Run IB. Again, the
= 400~F gives results somewhat closer to the
;~$~}!~un
1) values than does use of a lowered
oxidation activation energy. With Gther kinetic data wts
noted a more pronour,~ed prefeitmce in this
we ha’i~
respect for use of TACT . ather than a lowered activation
energy,
2D CROSS-SECTl&JAL
—
. .

5-SPOT PATTERN

RESULTS

RESULTS,

Agreement between Rur’Is 8 and 9 and between Runs
10 and 11 should be god except for grid orientation
effects.
Agreement between Runs 8 and 10 and between
Runs 9 and 11 should IX good except for grid size effects
(spatial truncation error).
Runs 8-11 used the 9-point difference
scheme
des~ribed by Yanosik and McCraken9. A companion set of
Runs (8A-1 1A) were made using the conventional 5-point
difference
scheme.
All data, including
heat loss
parameters, are identical to those given in Table 1 except
for the reservoir dimensions (1/8 20-acre 5-spot) and the
injection/production
conditions.
The air injection rate of
190.48 MSCF/D for the 1/8 element corresponds to a total
well injection rate of 1524 MSCF/D. Since the average
width of 1/8 of a 20-acre 5-spot 1s 165 feet, the average
air flux for these pattern runs is 190.48/(165 x 21) or S5
SCF/day-sq.ft.
The corresponding average oxygen flux is
11.54 SCF/day-sq. ft. This flux is about 40% less than that
of the previous lD and 2D cross-sectional
Runs 1-7.
was on deliverability
at 150 psia with
Production
productivity
indices
reflecting
the
pattern,
grid
orientation, differwlce scheme and number of rid blocks7.
For example, the PI was 9,864 RB-cp/day-psi t for 1/8 cf a
well) for the 8 x 8, diagonal grid with the 9-point
difference scheme.

All runs were made with TAC = 4000F. A 5 x 3 run
with TACT = O resulted in an upwar J burn from layer 3 to
the top layer above the injector and then essentially a
cessation of combustion.
After 60G days of injection,
15,000 MSCF of free oxygen had been produced compared
with 24,000 MSCF of oxygen injected,
Figure 4 shows that the x-direction
grid block
dimension, within the range of 10-40 feet, has little effect
on calculated oil recovery.
The calculations showed a
strong gravity override as indicated by the oil saturation
and temperature profiles shown on Figure 5 for the 20 x 3
Run 7 at 400 days. Peak temperatures (in blocks other
than those near x = O and x = 200 feet) ranged from about
4200F in the 5 x 3 Run 5 to about 6000F in the 20 x 3 Run
7. Thus while the Ax value significantly
affected peak
temperature,
it did not seem to materially
affect
calculated oil recovery. The one-dimensional run with heat
loss and Ax = 10’ (Run 1A with heat loss) gave a peak
temperature nearly constant at about 6000F.

All runs discussed here were made using TACT =
4000F. Combustion was not sustained at these very large
grid block di;es ( Ax = 66’-1 16’) with TACT= 0.
Figure 6 shows a large grid orientation effect when
the 5-point difference scheme was used. The 5-point, 8 x 8
diagonal Run 10A and 11 x 6 parallel Run 11A oil recovery
curves differ greatly,
We define “breakthrough” time as
the time of peak temperature and zero oil saturation
occurrence in the producing grid block, For the 5-point
Runs 10A and 11A, calculated breakthrough times were
4J90 and 2,916 days, respectively.

Table 3 compares heavy and light oil burned, cracked
and recovered, and injector/producer
peak temperatures
and times for the three runs. In all cases the heat loss was
about 70% of the total heat of reactions,
Table 3 shows
that the amounts of heavy oil burned and cracked and
recoveries of light and heavy oil are relatively insensitive
to the Ax grid dimension over this 10’-4O~range. Light oil
repressmts about 25% of total oil recovery.

Figure 6 shows that the 9-point difference scheme
very significantly reduces the grid orientation effect, The
oil recovery curves for diagonal and parallel Runs 10 and
11 agree well with tialculated breakthrough times of 3,000
and 2,785 da s, respectively.
Comparison of the 7 x 4 Run
9 (Ax = 1101r and 11 x 6 Run 11 (Ax = 661)recovery curves
shows a moderate grid size effect.
Calculated recovery is
somewhat lower for the finer grid (Run 11).

Breakthrough time, or time of the production block
temperature peak, is about the same, 514-500 days, for the
10 x 3 and 20 x 3 runs and is 560 days for the 5 x 3 run.
The amount of light oil burned is small and decreases with
decreasing Ax, indicating, as in the one-dimensional cases,
that the light oil oxidation reaction can be ignored, This is
in agreement with me of the conclusions reached by
Hwang et a16.
free oxygen production

Free oxygen
following that

Runs 8-11 represmt 1/8 of a 20-acre 5-spot pattern
with 2D areal grids, Runs 8 and 9 used diagonal 5 x 5 and
parallel 7 x 4 grids, respectively.
The square grid block
dimension (Ax) is about equal for these two grids, 116.7’
for :he 5 x 5 grid and 110’ for the 7 x 4 grid. Runs 10 and
11 used diagonai 8 x 8 and parallel 11 x 6 grids,
respectively,
The square grid block size (Ax) is 66,7’ for
the 8 x 8 grid and 66’ for the 11 x 6 grid,
The terms
~!parallelll and IIdiagonalll were introduced by Todd et a18 in
the!r discussion of grid orientation effects. The four grids
just mentioned are shown and discussed in detail by Coats
and Ramesh7,

with
the
Cross-sectio~al
runs wwe performed
following changes in Table 1 ‘!at~t The formation thickness
was d!;’ided into thrc? layers, each 7 feet thlck~ with
vertical permeability of 400 md, Reservoir length was
increased from 100 to 200 feet and initial water, oil and
gas saturations were .4, .55 and .05, respectively,
Runs 5,
6 and 7 were made with 5 x 3, 10 x 3 and 20 x 3 x-z grids,
rr Ax values of 40, 20 and 10 feet, respectively,
Heat loss
was accounted for in accordance with the overburden
conductivity y and specific heat data of Table 1. Air was
injected at 190.48 MSCF/13 into layer 3 at x = O and
prfxluction was specified at x = 200 feet from layer 3 on
deliverability
at 150 psia with a productivity
index of 80
RB-cp/day-psi.

Calculated
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Table 4 reports, for Runs 8-11, 011 recovered, burned
and cracked snd injector/producer
peak temperatures and

for these cross..-
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breakthrough times.
Heat loss as a percentage of total
heat of reaction was nearly constant for all runs with a
range from a low of 77.5% (Run 10) to a high of 78.4% (Run
9). The calculated recoveries of heavy oil, light oil and
amounts of heavy oil burned and cracked differ moderately
among the runs but show no obvious correlation with grid
orientation
or grid size.
The light oil recoveries as
percentages of total oil recovery were 38.2, 42.3, 40 and
46.4% for Runs 8-n, respectively.
Breakthrough time was
about 3,000 days for all runs except the 7x4 Run9 (3,840
days).
Table 4 shows more significance of the light oil
oxidation reaction in these 2D areal runs than in the
previously described 1D arxl 2D cross-sectional runs,
For the 8 x 8 Run 10, peak temperatures were fairly
uniform and about 450-4750F for most blocks ren~oved
from the wells. For the 11 x 6 Run 11, peak temperatures
were roughly 5500F a!ong the injector-producer
row of
blocks, However, the peak temperatures fell to 410-4600F
in the next row, were 350-3900F or less in the third row
and less than 3500F in rows further removed from the
injector-producer row.
Peak temperatures in grid blocks removed from the
wel!s were about 100oF lower in the 5 x 5 Run 8 than in the
8 x 8 Run 10. In the 7 x 4 Run 9, peak temperatures in the
first (injector-producer)
and next rows were about 100oF
less than in the 11 x 6 Run 11.
COMPARISON OF ID FINE-GRID AND COARSE-GRID
RESULTS
Most of the results described above relate to
calculations using grid block dimensions very much larger
than the probable width or thickness of the flame front.
This front in fact might be considered a plane of zero
thickness,
Here, then, we present profiles (variable vs.
distance plots) generated for fine 1D grid spacings and
compare these profiles and other results with coarse-grid
ID results.
Figure 7 shows early-time
profiles for ID Run 4,
which used fort y 1,25’ grid blocks in the first 50 feet of the
total 100 feet of reservoir length. The combustion front is
at 4 feet with temperature peaking at 7060F at that
position (in the 4th grid block).
These first 4 feet are
referred to as the ‘Iburned zone!!, a zone of zero liquid
saturation and 100% gas saturation. Immediately ahead or
downstream of the burned zone is a “vaporization zone”
In this
with a low, nearly constant oil saturation,
vaporization zone (of about 4 feet) light oii is being
vaporized out of the oil phase and iiquid H20 appears to be
completely
vaporized, due to the high temperatures
resulting from heat conduction immediately downstream of
the combustion front.
Light oil mol fraction (in the oil
phase) peaks sharply at a high value immediately at the
downstream edge of this vaporization zone. This sharp
condensation peak of light oil in the oil phase occurs at a
temperature of about 3000F,
Temperature fails very
sharply from 7060F at the combustion front to 3000F at a
position
1-2 feet ahead of the vaporization
zone,
Downstream of the vaporization zone, a water-bank zone
ap~ars, immediately followed by a much longer oil bank
zone.
The oil bank consists of dead oil at originai reservoir
temperature. Light oif mol fraction is zero in the oil bank;
light oil can penetrate the oil bank zone onl by dispersion
(numericaf or physical dispersicm/fingering. !
With fine
grids the numerical dispersion is small; physical dispersion,

if modelled, would resuit in a minor dilution (at the
upstream edge) of the overall oil bank length, One might
argue ti~at light (low viscosity) oil would tend to unstably
finger into/through the heavy (viscous) oil, While there is
justification
for the claim, a treatment of this fin ering
phenomenon is beyond the scope of this work. We f gnore
the fingering effects but do not deny them,
In the cold (original reservoir temperature) oil bank
zone, the viscous oil drives water saturation down toward
irreducible saturation (.2) and drives gas saturation down
toward criticaf (and residual) saturation (.05). For the data
used here, water relative permeability is very low between
Swi (.3) and Swir (.2). If krw were Iar er in this range, the
oil bank would drive Sw down to nearf y .2. In any event,
the oil bank zone is a zone of very low total mobility; oil
mobiiity is low due to high oil viscosity and water and gas
nobilities are low because the viscous oil displaces them
down to very low relative permeabilities.
The result is a
IIpressure barrierll or IIpluggingll effect - a tendency for a
large pressure drop to occur from the upstream to
downstream edges of the oil bank zone. This effect is
small for the moderate heavy oil viscosity (272 CP),
reservoir permeability,
length and injection rates used
here. In cases of heavier oil, lower permeability, etc., this
effect can be severe and cause inability to sustain desired
injection rates, as noted by Hwang et al 6, For this Run 4,
the upstream edge of the oil bank arrived at x = L (= 100
ft.) at about 110 days, The injection grid block pressure
peaked at 355 psia at 36 days and feil continuously to 167
psia at 110 days with the producing block never exceeding
165 psia.
The oil bank zone is essentially a zone of water and
gas displacement by heavy oii, Downstream of the oil bank
is a zone of gas displacement by water with oil saturation
essentially unchanged from its original value,
Figure 8 shows profiles for ID Runs 2 (Ax = 2.5’) and
3 (Ax = .5!, L = 20’), The fine-grid Run 3 shows zones near
the combustion front more clearly than does Figure 7, We
will first discuss the fine-grid (Ax = .51, dotted line) results
shown in Figure 8 at time = 23 days, Temperature is
peaking at 6600F in the 20th grid block at x = 10 feet
which is the position of the combustion front and length of
the burned zone (Zone 1).
Zone 2 shown on Figure 8 is the vaporization zone,
about 4 feet long, and can be divided into a 3-ft. zone 2A
in which both iight oil and all liquid H20 have been
vaporized and a l-ft, Zone 2B where light oil is essentially
vaporized but liquid H20 remains, The light oil component
condenses with a very sharp peak mol fraction of .83 at the
downstream
edge of the vaporization
zone.
The
vaporization zone contains a constant, heavy (distilled) oil
saturation of .07 and this is the “fuel’! which the advancing
combustion front encounters, For the kinetic reaction data
used here, coke saturation in this vaporization Zone 2 is
essentially zero.
Downstream of the vaporization
Zone 2 is the
!Iwater.bankll Zone 30 Temperature and light oil mol
fraction fall toward Ti and zero, respectively, in this zone,
Downstream of the water-bank Zone 3 is the heavy oil bank
zone, shown and discussed above in connection with Figure
7. The 011bank has already been produced out of the 20 ft,
length for Run 3 at 23 days,
The solid line profiles of Figure 8 show the masking
or smearing effect produced by increasing A x from .5’ in
Run 3 to 2.5’ in Run 2. Oil saturation is no longer constant
in the vaporization zone and the light oil condensation peak
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Repeating Run 2 (2.5’ bbck) with all reactions but HO
oxidation eliminated resulted in peak temperatures over
2,2000F and a combustion front velocity three times lower
than that of Run 2.

is lower and much less sharply defined. This peak light oil
mol fraction is noted by an asterisk on Figure 8 because of
its importance
in the simulated combustion process,
Again, as noted previously, we avoid the question of
exist,
whether such a sharp peak would physically
considering fingering in a light oil/viscous oil miscible
displacement.

SUMMARY
A method is described for sustaining combustion in
kinetic-based model simulations using relatively
coarse
grids.
Use of the method requires the Youngren
assumption of instantaneous oxygen consumption - i,e, the
assumption th~
negligible
amounts of oxygen pass
unreacted through the combustion front,
The method
alters the relative rates of oil vs. coke oxidation reactions
below a specified temperature
(TAcT).
However, it
automatically
inactivates
itself above TACT and all
reaction rates obey user-specified kinetic data above that
temperature.

This peak, condensed light oil mol fraction tends to
reduce in two ways the fuel available for or encountered by
First, a high LO mol fraction
the combustion front,
reduces the oil phase viscosity which, in turn, enhances the
displacement of oil by water, ahead of the vaporization
Second, the higher this peak
Zone 2, to low saturations.
LO mol fraction, the greater will be the oil shrinkage or
saturation decline at the leading edge of the vaporization
zone (where high temperatures ahead of the combustion
front distill the LO). We will refer to these effects of high
or
peak LO mol fraction as the distillation/displacement,
simply distillation effect,

Our experience with a number of kinetic data sets
indicates that the method results in moderate to minor
alterations of calculated oil cracked vs. oil burned and only
moderate grid size sensitivity in the range of “coarse” grid
spacings. Cross-sectional, example problem results using
the method show a decline in calculated peak temperatures
with Ax increasing from 10 to 20 to 40 feet. However? the
amounts of light and heavy oil burned, cracked and
recovered are nearIy constant over this grid size range,
Produced and reacted amounts of oil for a, 20-acre 5-spot
pattern agree well when calculated using 66’ square blocks
and 110’ square blocks, Again, however, the larger grid
resulted in somewhat lower calculated peak temperatures,

In general, increasing grid size, Ax, decreases the
calculated vaIue of this peak LO mol fraction) xL@ Figure
vs. distance calculated for grid blocks of ,5,
9 ‘hews ‘LO
1.25, 2.5 and 10 feet. A value of (peak) XLO = .83-.84 is
reached using blocks of .5’ and 1.25’ and, with some delay,
However, the 10! block gives
for the 2.5’ block,
substantially lower peak values,
The effect of this lower peak LO mol fraction with
larger block size should be an increase in oil saturation
encountered by the combustion front and a corresponding
increase in combustion front temperature.
There are other
effects of increased block size, of cwme, and they may
tend to decrease the grid blocks’ computed
peak
temperatures as grid size is increased, While this study has
not addressed that question, any such tendency might be
partially offset by a lower peak XLO increasing fuel and
peak temperature as grid size is increased. We note in this
connection that Figure 3 shows a somewhat higher peak
temperature for a 10’ block than for 2.5’ and ,5’ blocks.

Fine-grid, one-dimensional results using A x = .5’
exhibit a number of zones, including a very short, fuelcontaining vaporization zone immediately downstream of
the combustion front.
Comparison of fine-grid (Ax S 2’)
with
coarse-grid
(Ax > 10’) lD
results
shows an
unexplained doubling of the calculated oil cracked. This
sensitivity of amount of oil cracked to grid size did not
seem to occur at larger grid sizes in 2D cross-sectional and
areal pattern runs,
2D areal calculations for a 20-acre 5-spot showed a
strong grid orientation effect when the 5-point difference
scheme was used, The 9-point scheme very significantly
reduced this grid orientation effect.

There is a very significant effect of grid size, in the
2.5’-10’ range, on the calculated amount of heavy oil
cracked.
Figures 10 and 11 show cumulative heavy oil
burned and cracked, mass/unit bulk volume, vs. distance
for grid block sizes of .5’, 2,5’ and 101. These figures show
that the .5’ and 2.5’ block sizes agree rather well with
burned and (Iar e-distance) cracked HO values of about 3.3
The 10~ block size
and 1-1J Ibm f cu. ft., respectively.
gives somewhat lower burned values of about 2.8 Ibm/cu.
ft. But Figure 11~ shows that the 10’ block gives much
higher cracked values, declining with distance from about 8
to 3 Ibm/cu. ft.
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